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(TAKE IT OR
X- E A V E IT
I'm so sorry that this
issue of the JUNKET is so
•^~/ _,^late «- here's why, Ear3y in
^ j,r^/r^,:^Jjr^ber I had 20 stencils already
cut and was congratulating myself
and starting to think and say to
myself that this year I could as-
suredly get out two issues "before the
first of the year. Famous last words I The middle of
the month sudden and very severe illness struck the
family and I had to assume the tasks of housewife plus
keeping up a l^usy square dance schedule; there was no
time for anything else, Now I can be a good housewife
or a square dance caller but I don't care to try to be
both at the same time*
Now, two months later, I am hap-
py to say that things are returning to near normal and
here's your next Junket - late, but you must admit
each issue has something interesting in it.
If you are
not blinded or too brain washed by "basic trivia" than
you will have noted the beginnings of a change in the
sqiare dance picture that is starting up all over the
country - a return to saner figures and in some instan
ces to the dances of the fifties or earlier, Let*s











.In i")riAciple, .oiir. Mi?ioAal "l^iagaa states theo
truth, "Square Dancing Is Jhm" . With full expectancy
that I shall once again bring down upon my head um-
brage from a multitude of the devotees af rur sport I
wish to argue that, in truth, our national slogan
should not be accepted without exceptions! Is it not
true that "FIM" is a relative thing? What is "fun" for
some is not necessarilly fun for all. Does it not fol-
low logically that if square dancing is always fun, as
implied by our slogan, then there would be no dissatis-
faction among square dancers and everyone would come a-
way from every dance in a state of delightful euphoria,
brought on by the sheer FUN of dancing? But there IS
dissatisfaction and griping and dropping out and going
"underground" and discouragement and disappointment
and even a general belief that maybe square dancing is
slipping in national popularity. Perhaps if we try to
analyze the sitxiation vre mi^t ocme tip with something
that will he ^od for aqimre danoiis^*
The best example that I cs>n think of for the pur-
pose of this discussion is that thing v;hich is adver-
tised as the "FIB Ll^nv^ dance. Just what is a "fun'
level** dance? On the face of it one would suppose that
it is a dance where all square dancers will liave ftm.
Yet iTiany dancers shy away frcan these dances, claiming
that they are "low level" dances and therefore no fun
at all for experienced dancers. Others s€ty that at
"fun level" dances there is a lot of clovming around
and tliat no experienced, self-respecting square dancer
vjants to spend an evening with a b-nch of clowns.
Still others explain that "fun level" means that there
is no pressure, no demand on the dancers for perfec-
tion, no challenge, just "fun".
»
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It goon becomes "gipparent from this discussion
that "fun" means one thing to some and something else
to others, and that there is no universal definition
for the word fun when it is applied to square dancing*
It seems as if square dancers can be cs-tegorized and
that, aside fr(an their mutual participation in an ac-
tivity IqiCT'/n as "square dancing", the categories have
little in commoa with each other and, in their ex-
tremes, much that is truly unrelated, one to the other.
On the one hand we have square dancers who have fun
getting together once in a while to do old simple fig-
jires, la,ugh and cut up, chew the fat, eat a doughnut,
without eVer a thoright to thte new basics, a "higher
level" of dancing, challenges, or any of that sort cf
thing. At the other pole is the dancer v;hose fian in
sq.tiare dancing is derived from the excitement of the
cha.llenge dance, whose satisfaction comes from pat-
terns and figures well executed and whose o"bJectiYe is
to bacome and' remain a "hifh level" dancer. "In the
middle, between these two extremes we find the bulk of
square dancers a.nd they are headed in several direc-
tions. Some will lose interest s.nd drop out. Others
will gravitate to the first category, the desultory
group. Some will get their fun while remsdning forever
at their present "intermediate" level. Many, if the
opportimity presents itself, of if they are able to
make an opportunity, will strive toward "high level".
If we face this situe.tion honestly we must admit
that there is not much compatibility within the cate-
fpories of dancing I have just described. They exist,
incompatible, almost irreconcilable, and they pose a
very big problem. ^ach has his oT^m "FTOI LUVDL" but
there is no universal level thg.t will provide fun for
all. This is what causes trouble and dissatisfaction
at public dances. It is what breaks up clubs and start
new ones. It is one of the main sources of criticism
of callers. It is a problem tliat may have a solution
but, if it has, little progress has been made toward
that solution up to now. It is a problem that must be
resolved if our slogan "Sc^uare Dancing Is Fun" is to
mean what it says, alif'ays.
COMiUiiJOlj >-• N.
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This !-e-rticulPr diatribe will consist merely of
a_Tioting some other people's :^od thoughts, then com-
bine them into a conclusion of my OT-m.
An item- from a daily nevspeper: 'TODAY^S CHUCFLEJ'
"The trouble with oeo-ple these days is that they vant
to reech the promised land x-lthout ^:oin^ through the
wilderness". In this case the word wilderness is mere-
ly a figure of speech and does not refer to a dark,
dank forest where one ^ets lost, but to that forlula
tive years of life where one learns to reason and
build into himself the ability to achieve his ambitions
yrom Ralph Pa-f:e«s n^O^TEaiT JIMF^T', It seems
that the whole dance world is organizing into clubs,
so why can't people who lite to sa\:©,re dance but are
not fanatics about it, h^ve a club where they can go
to enjoy relaxed, comfortable dancing- in traditional
style, music and figures?"
From Walter <?5 Vera Meier's »MID'-nST miC^^R' "The
today's trend is merely a very thin surface which, in
time, will wear itself out end the true picture of our
hobby will once ag8.in, as it did many j'ears ago, rise
to the surface in a Rowing, unhPmpared and unexcelled
v;ay"
.
That oii^ht to be enough good lean meat with which
to v/ork,
5^1 fteen years afro students were condncted through
ten or tvelve lessons by persons thoroughly versed in
the fundamentals of good squs.re dancing v;hicii may be
termed 'the wilderness', and after thesa fev/ lessons
accomplished two desirable things: they were able to
step into the promised land of good dancing with a
knov/ledge of its prodedures of such volume that they
could travel here and there to dance and not be sneer-
ed at by the hcane dancers of the spot where they were
visiting. Today's swerve to the fantastic is such that
after" thirty lessons folks have not learned the funde-
mental basics: of dancing, but have been taught to mem-
orize whole patterns of mad dashing to and fro at a
speed where they need roller skates to perform. "^hey
are mistakenly told that they are in the promised land
and unfortunately they believe it, until they journey
to a strange locale where the master of that spot has
taxight his group diiffe rent, patterns. Many become disa-
pointed with what has been told them is Bden, and just
plain drop out*
Now let us examine traditional style music and
figures, To be£;in with, traditional style did not
start with square- dancing. ^ Its antecedents go back manj^
ages before squa;re dancing, as such was ever thought 6f.
Ivcm time* immemorial people have fduhd that moving in
leisurely, graceful rhythmic tempo soothes tired nerves
and causes tensions to'reiax. Traditional style does
not dictate that we must dance as our forefathers di4
one hundred years ago - it merely dictates that we
should dance in a relaxed and graceful manner in the
divisions of seq^uences that hafe been fotmd to be the
most interesting, and not to clip these sequences in
such a manner that one really needs Jet propulsion to
keep up v/ith an unnatural tempo*
Traditional music is another department to be in-
vestigated. Now no one in his right mind vill deny that
much good music is yet to be ccaaposed th8-t will fit-
good dancing, but this mad scramble by record companies
to grab every song that reaches the top ten and then
have some primary school ce.ller dream up a, rat-race pat
tern rhymed to fit the music is taking its toll among
those who could beccane devoted square dancers. These
"quickies" are pressed to meet a dead line and foisted
on an unsuspecting public on discs of second rate qual-
ity, are poorly played, and accompanied h^ an "idiot
sheet" featuring the nightmare of the caller on the ob<»
verse side of the disc. There are tomes of good music
properly written and punctuated vrhich has never been
recorded, so why doesn't some farsighted company record
some of them? Because they are out for the fast buck
and couldn't care less about what is happening on ths
square dance floor. They only want to expose the publio
to records which flash in the pan, then quickly fade
into a limbo of "has beens" as do too many of the dan-
cers exposed to them. The record companies have subscrl
bed to the modem-day Asierican fallacy "don't make it
good - make it fast"
•
Novr to figures. There is not one single figure
that the fanatics have "invented" that cannot be found
8
. in some old call book nheve it is perfectly d3acr.Ci>3,d
and properly choreographed. You must admit that these
figures put in^o print by the dancing masters of a cen-
tury or so ago vere not their imzentions, but were thi
cream that hB^d risen to the top over ma;./ years of com-
fortable dancing. The masters had simply ada>pted thei
to the mode of the times they lived in. '.fell, why isnM
it sensible to adapt them to today's times but leaving
the beauty in them and not making a b-arlesq.-ae of them?
The material is there vhich v;ill make pemoanent devo-
tees if properly adapted^ It is so sensible that prob-
ably it vill never be dcme. Still, there is a fain*
ray of hope rising from the mia,smic fog because word
has come that a few solid leaders are reviving some of
the clubs that were murdered by the noisy minority and
this time the lea^ders are not listening to the voices
of the frantic few, and these clubs are growing and
growing. Please God tha,t these same solid leaders keep
on as they have restarted.
lastly - "A very thin surface ' . Probably, though
not recorded in history, thin coats of rabble rousing
enamel have been glossed over the surface of pleasant
dancing in past ages, and hiP>ve faded away as that sur-
face wore thin, the same as this present mad race will
do. because of its inane sameness*
Possibly it is a
.
good thing for the art to have
the record companies contintie to dish out such giarbled
trash as they are feeding the dancing public, and for
the magazines to print every terrific dream of some
screwball pattern silly as it may seem to good dan-
cers, as that will hasten the v/e^ring through of that
thin coat of no^ii fading gloss and separate the men
from the boys. The quicker we can get it over with the
better for all dedicated dancers, and though the pill
may be sout, it may hasten the cure. Just hovr soon
this will all take place no one knows, but 4t has star
ted to happen, and v^ill continue to happen. I'rtien it






The old saw about first impressions is especially
true vrhen our nevrer dancers become club members. Next
to tlie first few weeks of their beginners class, it
may easily be the most critical period of their danc-
ing carreers, and may often make the difference be-
tween a dancer becoming an early drop-out, or a happy
permanent member of our square dance cooiraunity.
Certainly no small part of square d^ncinf 's ai>-
"oe^l is the gracious, cordial and friendly rtmos^here
that hers boccane so interrel a part of our - ctivity,
'•"ere it ei^rists, our hobby '"'ill flourish; vhere it
cToesnH, it will surely wither ^nd die.
If, hv- this time you're be^'^inninc^ to tet that
ciw^-^.sy feGlinf: that you're in for fmother brrraf:e of
those tired old cliches about eailing, and bfeiiEgg
friendly and making the beginners feel at home, you
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can im-fTit your testh rifht now. The newly graduated
dajicer is the happiest, smiliiigest, and friendlis^st-
sq.iip.re dancer you'll e^er see and he needs no encour-
a^'ement from us old timers to keep hiro ^hat wayl If
anything, his enthusiasm is so contagl v-,3 that we'll
probably catch it from him, rather thEx. the other vfay
8>round, Nothing livens up a dragging club more than
the sudden appearance of a bunch of eager nevr de.ncers
on club nights! And it ia we who shV^ild ts
.
i-'s.t^ful to
them for reminding us how much fun square dancing can
be.
HoweTer, what he does need from us is a conscious
but unpatronizing effort to meet him half-way. He
comes to us all primed and ready to have fun. He does
not have to be sold on sqi^are dancing - but he does
he,ve to be sold on us; on our club, and on the v/ay in




As club officers and leaders it is well for us to
recognize that the best way to sell him is often not
to be found in what we Do, but in what we DON'T dol
!
Don't for ess.mple assume that he ha.s been told how the
club operates, D-or.'t tuke, it for /ranted that he knows
e.bout your . by-lavrs, or who your officers are, or what
their job is. Don't assign him a place on the sq.uare-
head list without being certain ,that he understands
just exa.ctly wha.t in the world your square head list
is and what his exact responsibilities vdll be. And
for heaven's sake don't let it be his turn tor "the
duty" for at least three or four months.
Above all, don't , ive in to the temptation that,
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now tliat you have some new blood in the club, the rest
of us can sit back and takB it easy, I-Iot: often ha.ve
you heard the remark, "''ell, I've done more than my
shs-re let some of the new people take over", aov/
there is a cliche for you J And like most cliches it ib
all too true, llhere is nothing - repeat - nothing that
will dampen the spirit end enthusiasm of a new dancer
more than to suddenly find himself sad.dled with commit-
tee work, board meetings, refresliment details or a
whole mess of responsibilities thpt he doesn't 'oiider-
stand. S-iore, you cp-n back him into r corner, twist hi£
arm and embarrass him into taking on some of the re-
sponsibilities of running' the club before he feels
ready, but he'll do it relucta,ntly s.nd he'll never for-
give you for introducing the first sour note into hi .3
sc!ua,re da.ncing experience. If v:hat we're doing 3,s sell
in£ the club, why not take a tip from the TV salesmen
who offer to delay your first toyment for at least four
months... »or wait until he registers his first suggest-
ion or complaint. Then'?, the time to nail him, . .because
then we know he's really interested.
^c^nr
1?-
^'e. r.rticularly recommend the series of open square
dances in the Clark M<^.morial Hall, 'Inchendon, Ms-ss,,
on alternate S^^turds^y nifhts, with George Hod£:son, Jr,
calling, v/ith Goodnow's Orchestra, from Athol, JiasBo;
Sone of the dates are: Nov, 7-21; Dec. 5-19; Jan, 2-l6~
so, and you take it frcan there. Geor£:e ITedj^.son is one
of the good young cellers who manages to keep up ts
date without being fanatical about it. Accordingly you
^,et a full evening of comfortable dancing at one of
his dances, to excellent music.
NIBS ^i J-'AH JiATTH^l'JS, from the national staff of the
English Folk Dsuce c-^ Song; Society will hold an after-
noon and evening workshop caa :'inf,lish Country Dancing
at Folk Dance Center, 1520 Ifece St. Philadelphia, Pa.
Srturday, November 21st, 196^ •
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by OIFISSA. M. UkLOPSY
Part 3
We're going to devote this article's chatter to
points on what we call the "r^echanics" of getting a
teen sqixare dance , club off the ,&ro-un4 and on. its way.
Probably the secret o;fact-ually organizing teen square
dancers is to keep .thihgs as simple and looking as un-
org;anized as possible > ' J'Miitaining an air of easiness
and casual infonna!Lity helps young people relax and be
themselves, and. thisj single ingredient can often spell
success or failurf fotJE^ new.teen club, We're getting
ahead of ourselves though, in tracing what is the busi-
ness end of our hobby, so let's ^o back to the basic
technicalities o^f laimching a new group*
To the interested caller or teacher any number of
problems may arise before he even gets his club past
the idea stage. Finding a suitable place for teens to
dance and have club meetings; providing any financial
backing that may be necessary; desiring effective ad-
vertising to attract an initial club membership; and
creating and enforcing a code of behavior for all mem-
bers that is not held over their heads as a threaten-
ing force but rather held up t_q them as the only logi-
cal means to their success as a ^roup ----- --
all these ^re areas in which a teen-adult leader will
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atoatim^s find himself lost in the shxiffle, l^eh point
req-oires careful and thoughtful consideration and ac-
tion#
Before we concentrate on these four points of "un
organized or^nization" , though, let's mention a few
preliminaries, Jirst of all, the caller or instructor
bent on introducing square dancing to young people or
in forming a cliib for teens who are already avid
square dancers cannot be seriously interested in finan
cial profit, Flatly, there is none* In fact, in time
and pacience, the leader* b work will cost him a great
deal and probably give him fTey l:©ir besides; and the
only compensation is knov/ing that he has opened up a
new field of activity, fun and companionship for his
city's youth. Q,uite a compensation, we think,
O A





Secondly, the adult instructor who forges ahead
into orgpjiized teen dancing must be careful not to put
his club activities into direct or intended cc^eti-
tion with another youth group. Particularly in smaller
cities where such groups hB-ve limited memberships, a
square dance club that draws teens away from other or-
f'^anized activities would not be looked upon favorably*
lyfelntaining good piiblic relations never hut^ anybody.
Thirdly, to the unselfish adults who work with
teens in this hobby of oprs, we advise one point above
all others. Remember , please remember , that square dan
ping for teens , .lust as It i£ for adults , must first
of all be good fun . When lessons, club Dieetings, or
d-ances turn into work then it's time to put the brakes
on and see what's wrong. Teens respond sjnazinrlv wpn
14
tt someth5,ng they en,1oy, Ivesp the fun in their dancing,
and taey*!! take it from there,
ISTow let^s ret back to the bare essentials cf organ
ization tliat are mentioned here* Homtinj"; dovn a place
for any sq-uare dance is a rough job but. finding a hall,
or even a basement that will accomodate teen agers ia
even rougher. If there's rent to be paid the fee will
probably go up when teens are mentioned becaiise so many
people unfortunately still belisre that teens breed des
truction. Some proprietors will require that certain
rules be abided by, and then these will be incorporated
into a code of behavior set for clab members. Many peo-
ple however, when renting to square dance groups know
from experience that our dancers are careful and will
only ask the adult chaperones to always be present when
teens dance. This, of course, is a foregone conclusion
for any teen group.
Many teen clubs however, will find it necessary to
go "stone cold" into a rented hall or clubroom. Sfroeci-
ally in a town where adult square dance groups have
flourished, schools and churches are often eager to
have young people use their facilities for dances, P\ib-
lic relations is o f^uidin;^ factor in fBinin#; a foothold
in this area of organization. If s<iuare dancing has a
good name and has received favorable publicity in a par
ticular city, the people who control the potential
dance halls will not hesitate to accomodate a younger
contingent of "squares".
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Probably the best way to smooth out the many dif-
ficulties or organizing a club is to seek out in the
town or city in question a sponsor who will back the
adult leader in his efforts, A leading business man gb:^
do wonders in pers-uading people to lower rentsi, i'\^
free advertising, and supply any other support neve3s&-
ry, Q,p-ite often there is no actual money involved in
the sponsor's efforts on behalf of the group he works
for; his name and his backing are enough to invite sup-
port from others.
Churches, schools, and in larger cities, parka
and recreation clubs, can also be tapped for such sup-
port In pers-uading a sponsor or sponsoring organiza-
tion however, the adult leader should be prepared to
sell square dancing as the wholescane recreation it is.
and teen square dancers as lively, fun loving, but re-
sponsible young people, Tbe sponsor should not be made
to feel he is taking a risk, but rather that he is ma-
king a sound investment, be it capital or only lending
his name*
i V, \ ' / /7f
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Once an adult leader assures himself of a plaes
for his club to dance and any backing he deems neces-
sary, his next stop is to insure his club a health/
sized membership. Many times an adult is talked inti)
taking on the responsibilities of a young group by
teens themselves and so he has a small start. Teens
are just like adults though; they like to know that
they belong to a successful, popular club, and so, the
more members there are, the better they like it. The
adult leader must be careful however, not to let his
16
group get too large to hsndle or too numerous for the
dance hall.
In some.c©vSes, sadly enough, the problem is with
too small a ^oup and here enters the potential power
of effective advertising, notices of a group's first
meeting should he out at least three ;?/eeks ahead of
time in the form of posters, direct mailing brochures,
and announcements everywhere and anyi'-zhere. Newspapers
will often accept stories written by teens themselves
and these, should appear several times in the teiQ. days
preceeding the first club meeting. All available infor-
mation should be included and again the fun and "good
time" aspect should be given most emphasis. Local ra^
dio announcements two or three days before the initial
dance are a great way to get the message through be-
cause even if some teen agers don't ever pick up a news
paper, they all listen to the radio.
- ) !/-<:.J.,^;A
Advertising to the parents who square dance, thru
schools and churches again, and throu#;:h teens theD»sel-
ves who square dance is another powerful means of at-
tracting new club members.
Teens dislike being sweet- talked into scwae thing
they've never tried before. They'd rather feel that
they made the decision themselves, and so vre must ac-
cent the "celling" end of square dancing again. -Sell
our -hobby for what it is; be honest an^ as enthusiast-
ic as possible; don't laromise^ miracles, just deliver
the fun.
And finally we come to the most ticklish job of
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organizing yoiang people into any kind of a group, be
it square dancing, football, or ballet. Br fore a
first meeting is held the adult leader must set in
his own mind the rules which will govern the activi-
ties of his group. Of course these need not be, and
should not be, elaborate or extensive. A few simple
regulations will save wear and tear on everyone's
-oatience and peace of mind. Probably after the club
has put itself firmly on its own feet, the members
will want to elect officers and establish scane rou-
tine. A^aln, the teens will want to decide this for
themselves, and initially, the adult leader should be
happy with compliance to his few rules,
WH?t these rules should be depends on the club's
individual situation. VJfj aoentioned earlier that if a
dance hall is rented any regulations set forth by the
proprietor must be adhered to. In addition smoking,
and curfew rules are probably the most essential. Smo-
king is a matter up to the adult leader, but in mi!>st
cities a curfew for teens is enforced, and members
must be urged to adhere to the curfew on nights when
meetings are held. The only other "must" for a teen
club is, of course, that at least one adult ohaperone
be present for all club activities.
Adult leaders also may prefer to add rules on
dress, but these are not absolutely necessary, /Uncour
aging members to dress casually and ccmfortably, but
neatly, is usus^lly adequate. These few basic regula-
tions should not cause any great wa-ve of protest an^]
will not give the teens the idea they are being lord-
ed over. Hather, they will help- establish respect for
the club leader, and for the club itself, and for oth-
er members* A mention of these rules the first night
by the adult in charge , and ^?entle reminders whenever
necessary should be sufficient to warrant compliance.
The most important point here is to make the club mem-
bers feel an identity; rules give them something to
abide by, no matter how simple or xffltcomplicated they
are.
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We come right back then, to the point we "began
with - that of keeping everything as simple and "imor-
^.-anized" as ;oossible. Every phase of organization
shoiild be kept basically casual and easy going. That
is the key to the teen ager's heart - relax, have fun.
!v:%
BOR¥: To Mr & Mrs Walter ^rothe, a daughter, Heidi.
iVIarie, July l6th, 196^.
BCRM: To Mr .2: Mrs Harold Thomas, Jr. a son, Loren,
July 28th, 1964
BCEN: To Mr & Mrs Cornell Taylor, a daughter, Christina,
September l6th, 1964,
¥rite to folklore Productions, P.O. Box 227, Boston,
Mass,, requesting their list of folk singers lined up
for the coming fall St winter's Concert Series,
The North of Boston Callers Association have a most in-
teresting program lined up for the ccMning season. The
group meets the 1st Sunday of each month, October thru
June, and welcome any ca.ller in the area to visit and
to Join the organization. Most meetings are held at
the Y.M.C.A., V/oburn, Mass. Main Street, just north of
the center of tovm on route #38,
The l4th National Squs,re Dance Convention will be held
in Dallas, Texas, June 24, 25 & 26, I965.
J
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by PRID LOMSY
An old sq-uare dancer and caller brought the fol-
Imjing to my attentiont As you read thiss ask yourself
if this applies to you*
1. Don't go to any of the dances.
2. "But if you go, go late.
3. If the weather doesnH suit you, don't thinl-
of going.
^, If you do attend, find fault with the work of
the officers and members,
5. Hover accept an office. It is much easier to
criticize than to do things.
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6, 0::t sore if you are not appointed on a cominit-
tee. SiOixld you be appointed, don't attend any of the
meetings.
7, If asked to ^ive yoiir opinion on some matter,
tell the chairman you have nothing to say. After the
meeting is over, tell everyone how it should be done.
8, Do nothing more than is absolutely necessary,
¥hen others roll up their sleeves and unselfishly use
their ability to help matters along, howl that the or-
ganization is run by a clique.
9« Hold back your dues as long as possible, or
don't oay them at all,
10. JVkke no effort to get new members for your
club • , ,.
11. Don't be sociable either within, or outside of
your club.
12. If you should get a good idea, smother it at
once, never share it with the rest of the club.
( from "SqUAZEP DANCl MBWS«
)
Thejiks to: i^an Kostka for recipe books,
Jj^-au Dowden, recipe books.
Bob Osiiood, dance programs,
Mary Spring, dance program
The Polkdance Associates opened their fifteenth year
i'ridsy, September 25th. They plan on meeting every Pri
day evening in the auditorium of the St. Paul's Spisco
pal Church at 50th Street & South Dorchester Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois. g
y ,- v-t .>'
f) ' ' c v.r>
Dear Addling Friend: "^^^f"^-, ^'
As a re stilt of many re- ''^^^\}^^-i^<^^''i'---^\





Y~ .<-^,-u i •/.x-Tj-wr^.. ^..;s -•'
respondents I have organized
the American Old Time Fiddleifa^^-
,^;;,
Association, The :?urposes of '^"'^^c' <
''
the group are to iinite the
old time fiddlers in this hemisphere and to
encourage the exchange of fiddling information, let-
ters, tape recordings, tunes, etc.
I plan to print a newsletter periodically to keep
the fiddlers informed of each other's activities. This
would include a column listing information sought by
members. Siich thinfjs as a particular model of fiddle,
a certain tune.
I would like your suggestions as to financing tha
newsletter. Also ^o you want officers? May I hear from
you about these things?
Do you have any items to contribute? Do you want
to be listed as a fiddler to vrrite to? A tape collec-
tor? Fiddle collector? Please let me know,
Fiddingly yours
Delores » Fiddling: De« DeR,rke








OUR ERIP TO EURORB WITH THS POLK]}h.NCERS OF GECBG®
.
WILLIAMS- COLLSGE^ JUNE 2nd TO SEPTBMEER 15th, 1964
'
,.. ^ ^ by GHETSL DUNSING
It was with a sigh of relief on that hot summer
afternbon df .June 3rd that we sank in^o oior seats of
the large TW^ Jet liner which was to t^ke us to Paris.
Yes, we had made it, despite the gmeling work during
the last weeks and months, and despite the fact that
for this time we did not get the help and financial
8>id of our State Department,- But personal friends and
relatives here and abroad,' colleagues and co-workers,
friends of the college and the- students, folk dancers
and people who believed in the importance of our mis-
sion had contributed money, materials, labor, had ar-
ranged programs to e8>rn money. The College Administra-
tion, deeply involved in raising funds for a nevr col-
lege, had assisted v/ith publicity and fine moral sup-
port. Our E-uropean friends had co-operated with plan-
ning for us worthwhile programs at a minimum cost, fi
nancing wherever possible our stay in their vicinity
with funds which are made available by city, state and
federal agencies to further international understand-
Inf mrionr the young people of the v/orld. This especial
ly true in Germsjiy, v*here in addition teaching ses-
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sions and performances were sponsored by the large and
powerfTil organization of German J'olk Dance Leaders -
the ARBEITSKRHTS PIDR TANZ IM BUNIffiSGIlBYRT . t-x^ stu-
dents had to raise S850,O0 eachj most of them went in-
to debt to do so* We went with seven boys, tvrelve
girls, and two assistants, Mrs Douf:las Poacher and Mrs
Qna Schiaytems,
Our trip was all we had hoped it wonld be and
more ^Perhaps most important is the fact that the POLK
miCSRS of GjgORG'il WILLIAMS COLL^lGliJ iaade a ^reat im-
pression wherever we were and in whatever v;e die , whe-
ther performing or participating in teaching serjionSsj
attending parties, appearing in International I ;3ti~
vals, while shopping or eating in restaurantci - or
while living in Youth Hostels, Hotels, or with private
families. Their friendly, open way of meeting peop.!©,,
their graciousness in dancing with older people and
children, their good behavior, their clean and appro-
priate dress and good discipline, their intelligent
qiiestions which showed keen interest in world politi-
cal problems and the more specific problem of Youth in
Todays s World made friends for us even before we star-
ted performing or where we never performed.
"\" ..^B^m .. -^'r -/^^ -M^ ^
y 1
1
People were reminded the,t there are differences
in people in every country and that usually it is the
Voorst that get the most publicity. So many people ech-
oed what an Austrian broadcast brought out in an inter
view with ub; "We have to change our image of Ameri-
cans as being undisciplined and noisy and of their dan
ces as being noisy and wild. But these dances -^ r^ be; u
tiful, and the young people are love^ble,"
2k
An ICducational '""^xch&nge 0:Cficer of the United
States "S'-bassy in Vienna was highly complimentary af-
ter seeing" the g-rooip perform in the Priais P-lfy be-
fore an invited audience of about ICO dignitaries, gov
ernment officials, and the hierachy of Austrian Folk-
lore and Polk.I>r»ce Authorities: "TMs is exactly the
tin^ of groiip I would like to use to represent the
U.S^A." said he in our long and animated conversation.
And in a letter received only a., few days ago. he
writes, "It seems you had a very successful jrour of
I3i7rope, but then, this was no surprise to anyone who
had seen your group perform,"
Our performances were often greeted with thunder-
ous and long applause and vrith c<xranents whieh made us
feel very, very proud of our students, and gave us a
warm feeling of accomp,ishment which the group shared.
lT';vt=fSpaper critics were vociferous, and I bm quoting a
few sentences from such v/rite-ups: "Ths guests from
Chicago in their nice, natural, and lovable way of pre
senting things as representatives of their continent,
showing mores and customs of the old and the new Aiaer-
ica knew how to strongly convince." or "The dancing
and singing was fresh, Joyful and carefree. Certainly
whe.t was presented here had nothing to do with the ar-
tistic perfection of a Yut'.oslav, Hungarian, or Slovak
folklore ensemble, Whr-t the Americans offered was PU-
R3ST AND ORIGIML J'OLKDANCB TRADITION. . . , . . .simplicity,
naturalness, and humble human behavior were the trumps
of these wonderful people from Chicago, and these
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trtanps were liked by the audience vhich ¥ent along en-
thusiastically and did not hold ba^k with applause.'*
Or, "Mrie ting the folkdancers was a Tirid experience
for the friend of folklore." A -eraber of the Gv^rmajQ
parlisment, who saw us perform at B'jrf- Liebenzell, In-
ternational Portan wrote in ^Jri-^lish, "t'.iis group of stu
dents of G orge Williams College is doing a tremendous
job of presenting a type of Ana rican culture of high-
est value, which is hardly known in ^i-irope." And from
a letter from Franz Pulmer of Hr-Eiburg, expert on the
dances and folklore of Mcrth Germany • E'j has had a
hard time oye rooming an emotional resentment against
A -ricans because all of his folk dance and folkloie
library had been destroyed during 'forId W-'-r 11 in a
bombing raid. The way he "took to our kids" nd they
to him ivas heartwarming, E; i^-rites: "Many dance lead-
A
ers strive to once in their lifetime pro^ucQ sometliing
really gseat. But only seldom have they succeeded, N<;:
always were they lacking in good will and great know-
ledge in their field, no they lacked the certain s cane-
thing that springs from htmian being to h-uman being
like a glo^rdng spark .but this climax the Dun-
sings seem to hs.ve reached. It is like a thread of
good trust and mutual understanding and appreciatio::x
which tied the group and its leaders closely together.
The oerformance in the audit oriian of the NsufXaben
school was singularly beautiful. Perhaps the dancers
do not even realize thie because the prof;ram unfolded
here with so much ease and self-confidence."
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The students not only came liome with Austrian,
French, Finnish and German songs and dances, but a
real understanding of the people who taugiit ihe dances
and songs to them. They saw that cultural values sxich
as exquisite singing, freat knowledge of other phases
of the Arts and social graces were highly evident in
places where we had no napkins for our meals, no hot
water in the homes unlee^ you heated it on the stove,
yes, not even running cold i^i/a-ter. Tney saw beautiful
gardens, cathedrals, city halls, castles and mansions
and learned a lot about history and architecture, and
they traveled through the most beautiful places in the
world, such as L k© Geneva and L-ke L'lcerne, the Ser-
nese Obsrland, high mountain passes in S--'it25erland, Lu
C.ano, Lvusarne, Grindelwald, Interlaken, li-uterbrunnen,
Brienz, the Black Forest and the Bavarian Alps as vrell
as to Stuttgart, Ae.chen, Munich, Cologne, Frankfurt,
Baburg and Copenhagen, Taey visited the S'^iss ^Ixposi-
tion which takes place only every twenty-five years,
and they took part in an impressive summer-solstice
festival in a little Austrian town, Th,^ sone border in
G rmany and the wall in Berlin v/ere solemn, emotion
packed experiences, the significance of vrhich made
clear through interesting lectures, ¥- visited with
peasant folk in Hansen, ate and danced with them, list
ened to their chorusses and group singing, saw their
dances and showed them ours. .
¥.r: 4
'.•
. J a - /- r / ,<>
._V ', '-— '
W'- visited schools, sport colleges and universi-
ties, and looked at new buildings and sports fields.
Youth agencies told us about their work and gave us a
chance to see their facilities; thus we saw Youth Hou-
ses, a home for children in trouble and a ¥o?aen's pri-
TH3 THISTLE
A Magazine Por Scottish Dancers
Descriptions - Background - History-
Reviews - Comparisons
Occasional Qialzzes and Verse
Times And Places For Dancing In Canada
. (U.S. Data Also Accepted)^
Six Copies Per Year, $1,25
3515 Frasep St/ Vancouver 10, B.C»
4iiiiiiiinmniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiniiiimii
The Canadian Folk Dance Service carries a fiill line of
Wm SCOTTISH RECORDS. Write for their list at 6C5 King




THE SQ,T3ARE DANCE FEDERATION OP MIM. INC.
Sqxiare Dance Workshops , Round Dance Routines ^ as well
cs news of the area and a list of Ccaing Events & Open
Dances. $3*00 per year.
Box J^339 Central Ave. Stao
Minneapolis, Minn. 55^18
niinniiiiiiuiniiiiiiiininHmniuniiiiiiim




Copies of old recipe "books, the privately printed ones
gathered together by Ladies' Aid Groups, Rebeckahs, or
Chiirches & Granges. AND old dance & festival programs,
Convention Programs. DonH throw them- away. Send them
to me, I collect them as a part of a research project
I am working on. AIS3 any old-time dance music. Send
to:
Ralph Page, 117 Washington St. Keene, U.H,
imiinujTmimmwjmwimmaviiTm
C.D.S. • . -
CALSNDAR OF SPECIAL EVENTS
Peb, 11 - St. Valentine's. Square Dance Party
Stebbins Hall, 3 Joy St, Boston, Mass*
Mar, 11 « St. Patrick's Square Dance Party
Stebbins Hall, 3 Joy St. Boston, Mass*
May 2^ - Annual Meeting - 8 p.m»
Stebbins Hall, 3 Joy St. Boston, Mass,
May 27 - Fifeal Drop-la Square Dance Party
Stebbins Hall, 3 'Joy St, Boston, Mass,
June 12 - June Party -« 8 - 11 p,m«
YWCA, Cambridge ,- Mass
,
June 25 - 27 - Pinewoods Weekend
Long Pond, Plymouth, Mass,
unimimimimmijjJiJJTLiiiLiJTujTiiJJijjTR
Vranj'anlca - $1,00
the Dick Crum Songbook
woiJds, music, gaiitar chords
Musical Mixer Fun - $1.00
by Ray Olson
Dancing Back the Clock - $1.50
directions for 9^ Old Time English Ro-und Dances
Dakota Sq^uare Dance - $1.50
'by J. Leonard Jennewein
5 Years of Square Dancing - $2.50
compilation of squares in Sets In Order
Swing Below ~ $1.53 "...
by Ed Moody
A Book On The Confcpa Dance
New Hampshire Camp Notebook - $1.00
200 dances - square - contra - folk - songs - recipes
N.H., Camp Fare - $1.50
by Ada Page - favorite recipes of N«H^ Camps
Country Kitchen - $1.75
192 pages -.of recipes from Monadnock Region of N.H#
COtff'LETE YOUR FILE OF NCETHMN JUNKET
we have many of the back issues
volumes 1 through 6 ^ ,50^ each
volume 7 to date @ .30^ each





Every Wednesday, English Co-untry & Morris Dance Classes
YWCA, Cambridge, Mass.
Every Thursday - Sqiiare & Contra Dancing
3 Joy St. Boston, Mass,
############################
DU-mM
the finest in recordings by the
DUqUESHB UUITERSITY TAMBI3RITZMS OF PITTSBURGH.
Some of the LP albums you will want to have are:
Tamburitza Memories - TlOl
Christmas in Croatia - Du-Tam 5 & 6
Tamburitza Serenade - Du-Tam 9 &"lO
Tamburitza Echoes - Du-Tam 11 & 12
Christmas in a Croatian Village - Du-Tam 13 & 14 .
Tanbur - Du-T&n 15 & l6
U Kolo - Du-Tam 1? & 18
Tamburitza Philharminic Orchestra - Du-Tam 19 & 20
From the land of the Tamburitza^ Vol. 1. Duf-Tam 21 & 22
Vol. 2, Du-Tam 23 & 24
Balkan Serenade - Du-Tam 25 & 26
All albums $4.95 each. 12 inch LP High Fidelity
Obtainable from: Tamburitzans, Duquesne University,, .
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219
################ #######
NEW ENGLAND STYLE SqUARB & CONTRA DANCES with Ralph
Page, caller, every 2nd & 4th Tuesday of every month
at the Boston Y¥GA, l40 Clarendon St, Boston, Mass,
January 26th a special contra night. All welcome.
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son, where the personal contact v/ith the inmates as v;e
viewed the House and as they served us our meals was
heart warming and beaut ifxil. There, "our kids" -a^e
one of their most "inspired" : performances which resul-
ted in unending applause,
¥- danced and performed in castles and paJaceSg
in fancy ballrooms of large and famous hotels, in sroal
ler and larger country inns, on the laicm of the exqui-,
sitely landscaped and beautifully eqtiipped Youth Ho;^-
tel of Crocifiseo, near Luf.ano, and in the Kuri^rtea
of Gersau, I^-ke Lucerne , on the lawn of the Herrenha'im
G rten near Eranover; in school auditoriums, most of
them with beautiful stages and good equipoaent, some of
it so new that it had not been properly tested and tlxa
danceirs did not know whether to listen to the music
that came frcan the record player or to the loud echo
which was coming from the rear wall of the auditorium.
Tbere were the spacious gymnasia x^rith unlimited space
and lovely floors and tremendous audiences, small and
large ancient city halls, and the lovely, sturdy plat-
forms in the market places before the city halls for
the r-temational meetings, where our U.S. flag ims
displayed along with the flags of Yugoslavia, Hollands
G--rman5'', etc., and we vrere even more than usually a*
ware of the fact that we were representing the U.SeA-.
f^nd this we tried to do with all the ability and devo-
tion that we could muster
I'? Sr Izburg we were housed together with a Yivo-
sl8,v fToup and we hs.d almost a week of sightseeing end
performing together with these nice people who were ex-
cellent dancers. Che of our greatest experiences was
__/? J^ i;\ (I ^Jfi f^ v>]
/^\ fik: #Ia |v . ^0%. /^^K 4^1
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the 10 day stay in Buendheim-Bad Haraburg in the Harz
moxmtains, where a "bavarian musicians group of (?reat
ability played for the American and Finnish dancers
when our weaker ensemble (violin, recorder, piano) was
not enough and needed strengthening, or vrhen the rec-
ords could not be used; they listened only half through
a record and then immediately played with it, after-
^^ard taking ca.re to make §ood arrangements, The 'i'inns
had a good accordionist but also needed their help, ¥e
ianced several dances together, and then made a pro-
gram of American and Finnish dances ^/'ith Bavarian mu-
sic which was performed in the nearby cities and towns,
and for the guests in the Spas of the Barz mountains,
¥e travelled by bus, and for a week had an after-
loon and an evening performance on each dayt I'lo one
2omplained, it was fun. We got to love our Finnish
friends; \i/e learned their dances, and we loved and ad-
nired the Bavarian musicians who not only were excel-
lent musicians but very lovely people. We wl?.l loagi.re-
oember the afternoon coffee or evening meals with our
fellow performers and our hosts in the warm and hospit
j.ble inns and hotels, schools and Youth Houses, and
the trips through the beautiful lfe.rz mountains.
Though we had a few musicians and some nice ar-
:angements of music (some from Ralph Page and Phil Mer
Till) we know that next time our "music department"
las to be stronger; the physical arrangements for re-






The Dtmslngs had e Tery strenuous summer, Not on-^
ly did they arrange different pro-ams with different
people dancing in each dance for most performances (in
order to keep things alive and in order to be fair)
but they had interviews with radio, and oreparatioss
for all kind of things, including a half-day in a Mu-
nich TY Studio with the group to make a' tape which la-
ter was to be seen in all of Germany. One dance and
one songi And there were problems - nothing large or
unsolvable, but still problems. Just make a trip with
19 alert, individiialistic, bright and lively young-
sters and you'll find out
I
Our experiences were so manerous and so interest-
ing and wonderful that a book could be written about
it. Time and space does not allow this. We ipy take a
group of students to Uurope again, but we do not 'plan
to arrange a folk dance trip for adults, nice as it
would be.
The Royal Scottish Country Dance Society, ¥,Y, Branch,
announced the starting of its tenth year of Scottish
Country Dancing with a series of ten Thursdays at 8:00
p»m, at the McBurney Y,M,G.A, 215 ^est 23rd St. N.Y.C,
Louise Winston announces the beginning of her regular
Jamaica Plain (Mass.) square dances the 1st <& 3r<i Sat_
urday evenings, 8:00 - 11:00 p,m» in the Unitarian Par
ish House, 6 Eliot St,, Jamaica Plain, Mass, Sq-uares,
contras and easy folk dances. Instruction as needed,
MA.RRI133: Melinda Ann Steuber and J^mes Albert Martin,
in the Cliapel of Peace Lutheran Church, Inglewood, Cal
ifornia. A reception in the ^Iryflower Bs.llroom follow-
ed the ceremony, July 18th, 1964,
MASRIID: Phyllis Nolan and J, Denis Evans, June 27th,
196^, A folk dance receptim at the Browne and Nichols
^^r-^nnoi. f.nTnb-rif'pw. Ma«5s ^ . followed the ceremony*
I-»\
JIIGUl -BBLLS
Sv-iCfiested music - "Jin£:le Bells" MH 1111
As C0.11ed t;' Rod Linnell
Opening - middle "break - ending ad lib
HeaxL tvo couples L-^dies chain
The sides you do the same
Chain them back at the head
The sides chain home again
The head two chain once more
Go half way round and swing
Swin^:: your partner everyone
And listen while I sing
Allemande left your corner
And balance to your own
You balance, then you do si do
;
j-.^^
Then promenade her home
•'"





Do the figure ^ times in all, alternating heads & sides
The Seacoast Region (H.H.) Square Dance Association o-
oened its fifteenth season with a dance in the- Kingston
I.H. Town Hall, Saturday, October 31f 8:30 p,m* with
Mai Hayden and his orchestra. Special decorations, re-
freshments, fjuests. liJverything free.
The ^th annual Srjring Sling will be held in La Crosse
»
Wisconsin, April 23, 2^ & 25, 19^5 and will festure-
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CHBSHIRS HORNPIPE (Original)
Suggested music - "Wright's Quickstep" MH 173
Couples 1, ^, etc active and crossed 'oveir
Active couples balance and swin^' partne]^ ."
Allemende left the one below
G-o all the v/ay round to the next below
For a do si do
ladies chD-in with the lady above (1 & 2, ^ c: 5» etc.)
Same two couples half promenade
Then half right and left right home.
After you have learned the figxire well, change the dance
to a, duple minor with every alternate couples crossed o-
ver. But don't be in a hurry about it. Learn the figure
well as a triple minor before changing.
«-» «-»
"SPLIT-riR-SIDSS" a cartoon book with over 150 ca,r-
toons for square dancers taken from th6 pages of "Amer
ics.n Sf!"uares" and the '^New "Onf land Caller" is now aval
lable from the cartoonist-author, Stan Burdick of 151^
Oafcmont Ln., Sandusky, Ctio, for $2.50. The book con-
tains 73 pages, is 8^ x 11 in size, is printed with ex
cellent qus.lity, arid had an introduction by Arvid Ol-
son, Mitor of Americ8.n Squares, It is recommended for
s^iuare dancers everywhere to buy for themselves, ta
give as a gift, and to have a copy handy at their next
dance session. Plenty of laughs.
«-»
1 (1 n r^ (".
Ljir. \M)\it
/ CUMBEHLMTD RTSL (Scotland)
formation: Sets of four couples in longways formation -
gents in one line, facing their partners in opposing
line*
Stepj The Scottish "Skip-Change-of-Step" is used thru-
out the dance (see notes).
The Dance ?
1» Two top couples make a right hand star and more
forward with ^ steps
.
Same two couples make a left hajid star and dance
^ steps to place.
2, First couple only with right hands joined dance
^ steps down between the lines, then they turn out
dance h steps up to the top of the set«
3. Cast Off - All face up the set and follow the
first couple with six steps, ladies single file to the
right, gents to the left, First couple meets down the
hall, join right hands (as does each of the other cou^
pies when they meet) and dance up the center with six
steps - to original places,
4» The bottom 3 couples make an arch with both
hands joined across as the first couple slides down
the center with 8 slide steps « On counts 5»6,7»8 thit
arching couples drop hands and walk ^ steps moving up
the set, Ist couple remain at the foot.
Repeat entire dance three more times with new top cou-
ple each time.
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NOTSS OS THs mici
¥ith all the interest in Scottish Coimtry Dances these
daj^, we figxired it was ?bout time we described one of
them, lowever, we really don't feel too guilty of neg-
lecting the Scots for haven ^t we been giving them cre-
dit for handing down to xis in one form or another many
of the steps and figures we iise today in oiir tradition-
al contras end sqtiares?
CDMB"IEILA.ND nw\L is a ^^ ood place to start if you want
to sample a wee bit of Scrottish "dancing without get-
ting' too involved. The de^nce has great appeal to all
square ond folk dancers, beginner or 8,dvanced alike,
Tlis basic figure is a simple one and the music is live-
ly and pleasant to the ea^r.
The "Skip-Chs.nge-of-Step" used in the first 3 parts of
the dance is a smooth-flowing modification of a stret-
ched-out polka step. Beginning with a slight hop on
the left foot glide forwa,rd on the right foot (with
the rt, leg turned outward), bring the left foot up to
the right so that the left instep is close under the
ri^ht heel, step forward again on the right foot. Re-
peat with opposite footwork. One Skip-Change-of-Step
takes 4 cotiiits of music.
We have alv/ays allowed the dancers to use a polka stsp
in this dance until they can "catch on to" the Skip-
Change-of-Step, Hoisrever we first demonstrate the cor-
rect step and encourage them to give it a try. We feel
that a leader can very e&.s±ly produde a distaste for
Scottish dancing by insisting on perfection in foot-
work instead of providing the earliest op'5ortunity:'for
music and figures of the ds-nce. The many exq_uisite dem
onstrations of Scottish Country I3ances at J'estivals is
proof enough of the precise technique that can be dev-
eloped vrith long hours of practice and devotion (and
we spea,k from experience). But please don't be fussy
with the run-of-the-mill square or folk dancer or on a
one-nigM stand. If yoa can't teach GUJVIBSRLAND EEBL
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^nd d8.nc© it throu;;!! in 7 or 8 r^dmitea (aaxirjraai) then
most liltp.ly ^.'oti'w; ruined Scottish d?ncin for « ;:Toup
of d;')nc©rs vho'll rerr^ember you disdiiinfi-dl^r ^imry tine
ilv^y he.B.r a Scottish tune from nov: 'til dos&ifsd^j'.
'Directions nnd ;r.usic for the CiJi^3 iHIAifD ilTil. ma;; alao
t)6 found in look 1 of "'i'hs Scottish Ooimtr;*^- J^nce '-ook".
A footnote therc^ drtes the dpnco in t le ^^arly 19th cen-
tury, ivantion is mf?c-e of this dance hy Dr, HuJi i'hurs-
ton in his book "Scotl nd's Dsnccs" ';:?b/3rs he as^jrs "in
scajie \;u»nrter8, tho first couple dimce do^Ti tbB .T-iddl«s
pnd up i^rith both hands joined, usin#! the sli;p-Btsp'*,
i^irther iiiention on ^'cottish Country Ite^ncin^^ is avail-
able in m'^n:/ books including ""onH You Join tha IteiiCi^?!
.r.n ?^.-;^Cwllent - laanusl b/ Kiss J^san ftll. i,,&n and the tr/^
b'Obks inentioned abcnre.
Che Irst note - don*t confuse this (y>,nG3 '1th the ^ -
lish dances "CiBiberland Lons^ li^ht" piid "G'ijnberlf.nd
„ .AA„„„„/V\_ Ay\ AA AA ._._
fm O'RJB'I^rJS ?.iG Arii- of ? ACJ COvVI^!!^
An t^venin^'^ of tr^,ditione.l music and dpnce from ar^rund
the x;orld in celebration of t!i« se^-son
LI mS. ,r.UDIT(
21st and H Streets, i-u^ ., i'/ashin/;ton, j)*C,
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»l^.'3.s in the moon of x'intertime '- --^ /7'''^ "
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•j?%?t li.^bvy Gitchl ii?,nitou sent -vnf-el choirs instead.
Before their li^ht the stars fre^^; dim,
v^nd ^rond'rinc' htmtors he'-^rd the ^qntaxi




In ^"colsls f'loria^l ^--'v7/:^'^k*^^^:^.
Y!3i3 Ol'^ristmas crrpl, "Jesias ihf'tonnia" ("Josus Is
3or:i")» '"f^s ^T^'itton for the -^tiron Indi ns in th© ;,u
rem. ton^T30 b^ Father J^^^n de ^roheuf. Lih© the rnie^iLn
ari'ciB -v.'^onf' the tirc-;>eiin ;!af^ins, he dcscrlh-^d th6 f^-"
liivity to the tribes in t . rms ox their ciistoms.
2'rnm "l^">-^ Life 3ocl7 of Chrl^tHi/'S" Yol\^;vs ^i'- o "The Pe..-




For further information on these and other folk events
call the T ylors, 862-714^, 62 Pettier Ave. Lc-xington,
Mrss, ©2173
POLK DMG7]S FCE TB:] FAiMILY: On the 2nd S-u^day of the
month, J-B-uary 10 , Pehriis.ry 1^, M'-.rch l4, A^ril 11 etc.
3:^0 - 5^00 p,m. This is a program for all ages, frcan
the youngest children (s-s lon|; as they're walking I
)
riiht up to grandps.rents , All dance together for first
20 minutes or so,, then the younger children (7 and un-
der) -0 to a second hall for their ovm program of mu-
sical play, games, etc,, while others continue the
folk dancing. At the end we all get together again for
punch and cookies* This program is for families togeth-
er - not a place to "dump" your children. It's also
for the male members of the family and not Just for
rirls, Man are very important in folk dance I Pt rents
are, of course, responsible for the behavior of their
children. Crimbridge YWCA, 7 Ttisple St. Crr^bridge, Ifess.
SWISS FOLIC MITGU WCaiCSHCP '-ith Kf?rl Ws^^jnann, at the
Cf-mbridge W, Saturday, January l6, 1965, 8:30 - 11:^5
a.m» 1:00 - 5:30i 7:30 - ll-oo p,m» Dances, Yodels,
Pilms from Switzerland. Bach session starts with a
short movie.
UiaiA-INIAN WQRESHOP with lyEchael Herman, at the Cam-
bridge YW, Saturday, February 20, I965. Afternoon ses-
sion at 2:00 p.m,; evening session at 8:00 p.m. Mich-
ael does about one Ukrainian workshop a year and this
Is itni
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The above are special events, Following are regularly-
weekly ds.nces: Cambridge W viilass otherv;ise noted*
Monday « Scottish Country Da-nce, 7:^5 - 10:15. Newcom»
ers' series begins January k and March 1»
Tuesday - 2nd & ^th Tuesdays, square & contra dancing
& easy folk dances at the Boston Tv-J, S:30 - 11:00 p«m,
HFlph Pa,f;e, leader,
Wednesday - English Country Dancing 7*^5 ^ Morris dan-
cing 9:15 - 10:15.
Thursday - Advanced Polk I3ance - Instruction and re-
quests. The Taylors. CDS Drop In "Jvening-s at 3 Joy
St. Soston, Mass. Sq^uare & contra, Variotis callers,
Iriday - Basic Polk Dances - 8:30 - 11:00 p.m. with
t;h^ ^r'-ilov^, -Piaabo tJ^u^ht nt :15 '"'ch .riday. Square
contra & folk at Stephen James Hall, Porter Square,
•Cambridge, Mass. 8:30 - 11:30 with Ted Sr^nnella.
a U ^ D [.,1 ' a n -' D
Write tio Folk-Legacy Records, Inc, Huntington, Vermont-,
for their latest catalog "The Finest in Folk Music Re-
cordings".
Lovers of Slavic music and dance had a. ball on the week
end of ITovember 7th and 8th, 196^ when the Teaburitzans
have an annual concert in John Hancock Ball, Boston,
Mass. This ^«ras preceded and followed by a Balkan-Sla-
vic dance workshop with Dick Crtm, Saturday morning,
^:30-12:00; afternoon 2:00-4:30; and Sunday afternoon,
1:30-4:00 p.m. All dance events vjere held in Browne
& Nichols School Gym, Cambridge, l^lass.
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XGordon Tracie, west coast auth*
ority on.Sca.ndintvian dances ^writes
from '.SSat tio^ , VJ»ahi nt^t o&:J! IA^^e - dtig;
about in my library, and found qiaite a
bit of information on this dance form
(the Lancers) as it exists in the Scan
dinavian lands. It did indeed come North*
The Swedish musicologist Tobias ]!lorlind^._."y^M_-^4-"5^^
writes (19^1) in his book "Dansens \0 ^''' ^S
Historia'* (History of the Dance), that
thefirst published mention in Si-^eden of "sets of
dances", such as that published by dancemaster Barclay
Dun of Hdinburf;h in 1818, appeared in 1832, under the
title "French Quadrilles", The "Lancier" form didn't
really become accepted in Sweden until the 1850s, Sev-
eral variants of this form came out in 3nt:,la'nd under
the title "The Lanciers", Norlind points out, while
other forms, such as "Le prince imperial", won poiju-
larity during the 1860b, In this dance, the sets were
entitled: 1. la nouvelle Trenitz; 2, la chaine contin-
uee des' dames; 3. I-a corbeille; 4. La double pastojcr-
elle; 5% Le tourbillon* In the Swedish edition the 1st
and 2nd are transposed, Qhe Swedish d^noomastef deScri.
bed the figures, though vrithout name, as late as 19€2.
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in descfibing the difference between the old q^ja-
drille sets and the newer JrEncaise, ITorlind quotes
frcm "Svenska Pamiljeboken" (i'ha Swadish Family Book,)
a sort of popular encyclopedia of 1850. The passage
is so interesting that I think it is worth citir.g.
Here is .a direct ©Jid hasty translation:
"The Qiaadrille is manifestly rhjTned verses one
and all have theiT vis-a-vis, and the rhyme is herer
as in Poetry, of two types, masculine and frr.::.nine.>
The content is pIso more IjTical, although the conver-
sation can be both rich and poor in thou#:hts - jus? a,^
it is 8.mong the poets. The revolution which caice fboui
in Poetry ha,s also reached The Dance, Formerly one was
bound to narrower borders; one had to take certain
showy steps, as in Poetry one ha.d to confine himself
to certain approved subjects and words. The old qua-
drilles were, hoTfrever, despite their artily formed de~
tails, rather monotonous becs-use of their similar fig-
ures, just as all of that time's poetry vras cut after
nearly the same pattern. The Dance and
y-i^^- •>.
Poetry, in that time, were also like the /^i?j^^,
people of that era; powdered, so that v :^ -^^i
the natural color of the hair was not /'..-] fj^
seen. The Prancaise danceF are The Dfm- {"x-V / /
ce*s '-Dhosphorous-ers* (referring to a x . ^'p^'"^/V,
form of Swedish literary romanticism) r^.^ -'fY/ /
which leave far more occasions for tte C/"' wj/
individual character to express itself, ^. /y-.
but also for more self-indulgence (or
license ) ,
"
"An understanding of this rather subjective atti-
tude toward The Dance should, it seems to me, provide
for today*3 dancers a lot more meaning to the dances
which 'were created to suit people of another age and
way of living', as you so aptly put it,
"Both the "Lancierkadrilj" (Lancer Quadrille) and
the "Prancas" (Prancaise) are described in length -
with a few diagrams, in the old Swedish folkdance text-
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book (last published 1952). They are part of the reper
toire of "sallskalsdanser" (Society dances) or "hoger-
standsdanser" (Upiper Class dances) as distin^Tiiished
from "folkdanser" ( folkdances ) , or dances of The Peo-
ple, Other dances of the non-folk type are the "Men-
uett" (minuet) and an Old Polka, in sqtiare formation.
The Lp^ncer qtjadrille goes in 6/8, 2^, 6/8, 6/8, and
common (C) time, respectively. The S'ransas is in 2/^,
2/^, 6/8, 2/^, and 2/^ time, respectively. There is
another "Herr^:ardsfrancaise" (manor-house or gentry
francaise), which uses the following music: Schubert's
Marche hongroise; Shubert's Marche militaire; the Mar-
che militaite Trio; Valse sentimentale; Ballet music





\ *'. IP- iv-"^' '• I
c^:Y-'""" " j'---'-^'^"^""'----::%:i>'""^"^"'~~'% "''^"i^#5- y
V„..
The steps for the Lancer Quadrille are explicitly
described,, and often bear the original French names,
namely: Approche-step, Chasse-Croise step, curtsey or
dip step, toe-lift polka step, Balance-step, There are
seven diagrams fiven for the five figures, Fig, ^ is
called "The Visits". By the way, I have never danced
any of these Upper Class dances while in Sv/eden, though'!
I've seen a number of them performed. ifever in "folk
costume", but in Period Formal dress, of course.
The latest edition of "Norske Folkedanser" (Uorwe
flan Folkdanses) ^Ives both a "Francaise" and a "Lan-
ciers", in complete description. Here, too, there are
five figures in The Lanciers, the 2nd called "Viktoria
coach" or "coach with side-seat"; the 3rd figure enti-
tled "Mill" (Star or cross); the 4th, "Visits". So,
without reading them closely, the Swedish and Norwe-
gian descriptions seem to be similar. There are no ref
^1
erences in the Finnish or Finland-Sv/edish folkdanc^
msniials to these dances, ©although there are a great
nu'-ber of old minuets existent in the 'v;edish dis-
tricts of i'inland. Interestingly enoii^h, thej?- all end
vdth a '' "-olska", e complete chr^nfe of pace and for-a,
in which the dancers depart from the square or line
formation and form a closed circle, locked arms and
buzz aromd real fast to polsks. raiisic, liven more inter
esting to the musiciSun, is that this polska music - in
Pi'iland - is more often .than not^ -writteii/in'-g^ll' time,
althousr^h the melody is definitely a 3/^ time "overlay".
N .?
jiL- ii» .w .'> 4:'. ,":;» y^ '^. 'C. Ja
•: V ' \: V
Since we've mentioned the "Prancaise" a few times
in previous articles of this series it mry veil he the
tiFje to take s look at this variant ;of .the. Ltroicers^ Lcr!
it be said here'^andnow thrj't.wo are not specCin^' in a.
voice of authority because we h^ ve been d-^ncinf' it but
t^'o smnners. The first time we srw them wes at the
'toc^ton, California dance crmp in I96I, v-here they
vers t^^tv ht by i^ir, '.'-alter irothe of Prn ..r^nci?sco. who
h^.c Opnced them as a yotin-; :!i?n in .- -^stria and Btvaria.
Conn,r . -ri^nne Tu,ylor learned them from J- le j .ri'Gll
"^i-irichfo at the Yisconsin •..>•'? tnr G ,.;,:• of 19*^^1 '62 and
bror-rht them to the Boston area ^"bore thev t^wht them
to t'.ieir 0-A-abridre, ;.«s, , f^roui. J' ne tru ht them to
riic^v^el
, iZTy r.nn ^h^Tw.e.jit s'nd it l5>,st sui^npr's '.rane
I'cV-: 'Vace G.;,;: >'ct;/ A-n^i, oresenbed them rt ?,11 si:r ses
sions, :^nd we dP-nced thSiii ^t t'"e Gv;min,' ocrties when-
over t'ley x'^re presented, E e •nisic is lovely ''nd bet-
ter yat is PVP.ilableS from I'clh 1- nee xiise, lOB I'^sst
l6th St. F.Y. 11. H,Y. T'e ''j''7-".c?^ise ' ; Uoiild be .dan-
ced ^-ith decorum perhaps stateliness is a better
word, but watch it cere fully, because such thin^;s can
be overdone, and vjhen thpt ha.ppens it becomes ribald
burlesque. If you feel inclined to "cut up", dance
something else I
'- -. -"\ -. ^ ^ i ': . St- " ^ ^ "'v. ,*'
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Dim AlLGlivIElIM] MANCAISl
As taught at Maine Folk Dance Camp 1964
Hecord; "Fledermaus Quadrille" '
Deutsche Gramophone Gesellscha,ft LP"^ 17029
li'ormation: Couples facing another couple, r.ll arranged
in contra lines. There must be an even number of cou-
ples in e8.ch line, A minimum of three couples in each
line is necessary,
NuAibering; In line with ladies at top,, all ladies are
lo, 1. hen are >To. 2. In line v/ith men at top, all the
ladies are Ho, 2, the men are ITo, 1, (In other words
the ffl's are fa.cing ea.ch other across the set and so
are the r 2's, In teaching the dance be sure to say -
"ITumber One Person" or "People", or "Bumber Two Persons"
for la.ter on in the dance figures call for lo. 1 and 2
couples t so care must be taken to call it accurately.
FIRST TOUR - PxJITALCII
Greetings introduction (8 measures)
All men step in front of ps.rtners and bov/ to them,
ladies curtsey. Men then move 4 small steps to their
right and bov; to next lady. Men then return to pla,ce
with 4 small steps and bow to opposite lady.
B, Right and left through with opposite couple and re-
turn (l6 counts)
C. Couples go forward and hack. Repeat (16 counts in all
^. Ic'dies chela over and back (16 counts)
"., '^r.lf -oromen?de irith opposite couple, hrlf riir ht Piid
left back to place (16 covjits)
'^.e'oeB.t oarts 3 through l.
1^3
A, Greetingrs - as in 1st Tour (l6 c chants) -l p~ ''JviW
B. iTo, I's go forward and bach, then fo to the^""rif'^ht
and back (l6 counts), (Greeting; opposite then tri,{ ht
hs.nd person),
then ri,'ht
C« lo, l*s ^0 forward, passing left shov.ic'-.r ^ith oppo
site person, then continue turnii;' l-:"t end around
this person advajice to the left i" rreet next dancer.
Return to ts'^ce ,own partner by pp.ssin.^ opposite person
by right shoulder (the one yen pa.ssed left choulder
v/ith). (16 counts).
D, Joining; rights with partner do t^-o br-,l^.nce steps -
pas de basque - Turn with partner once round clock-
v:ise with joined ri^ht hands, Rspeat Tr^rt T> falling
into original place.
Repeat parts B through D with 'h^o, 2's r.ctive.
rt ir It If tr ti .11 1 t g It
H . « »l It tt II It oig II
THIRD TOUR - POULE w
A, Greetings - as in 1st Tour ^ > ^-^
B, Ho. I'-s tnm each other around h^ the rirht h-nd,
then by the left, forming a line of foiir lersons ^dth
Irdies fa.cing up the set and men f'-cin- :lown the set.
(16 counts)
.
C, Balance in line left, ri^rht. If ft, ri. ht, then
half promenade vdth opposite couple (I6 cotu-its), P.S,
Be prepared for a little confusion r.s you maneuver in-
to ha,lf promenade..
D, ]?b. I's ^?:o forvrard and back, then do a, left shoulder
do si do (16 counts).
S, Couples go forward and -back, then do a half right
and left to place (l6 counts).
Repeat parts B throiigh 3 with lo, 2»s active
» n If tl H H H 2.'s "
N0T13 - that ^/^ 2*s are cheated out of a repeat in this
fi§.ure,
FOURTH TOm - PASTOmULIJl (The Coach) ^^"^
A. Greetings - as in 1st Tour '. ^-^7 /
B. Couples Ho, 1, ,fo fori/^rd and back, Bo.l ladies
cross over and stsjid by left side of opposite man and
form a coach with this couple by joining he.nds, man in
front, ladies in back (l6 counts),
C. Coach feoes forward and back twice (16 coujits).
D. lo, 1 man £oes forward to iE:reet original opposite
la-dy and retires. Mo, 1 man goes forward again to
greet original partner (^ steps) steps back 2 step8»
then steps forward again 2 steps, joining li&nds with
the others to form a circle of four (l6 counts),
E. Circle left (8 counts) Circle ri.<ht (8 counts).
Repeat parts B through U with couples # 2 active
n tl » If tl II tj .-. 1 It -jj^t
vjith V 1 men crossing over to form the coach. ,. .-:^^^
PIPTH TOUR - FIKAIS //^ .7"%
A, Greetings - as in 1st Tour \!l^y0^
B, Ifith hands joined in lines, the two lines go for-
ward, clapping hands with opposite person on fourth
count, and return to place. Repeat. (l6 counts).
C. Repeat "Avant Dieux" as in Second Tour (parts B-C)
32 counts.
D. Joining right hands with partner do four balance
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steps « pas de "basque - and turn with partner once and
a half aromid to place (16 counts)
15, Repeat parts B throri^h D with Fo, 2's active
p n ti « ir n It }^ I g II
jy ^
n n « n u n ii 2's"
H. Take partner in regiile.r dance position 8.nd pivot in
place to end of music.
NOT!S: The style throu§:hout is an .eleg^^nt one, Man
holds lady's left hand in his left ha.nd for the most
part of the dance,
D8,nc© directions from »TWl PIOIllEBR -PRESS" daily publi-
cation of Maine Folk Dance Camp»
In.Part 1 of this series v;e mentioned that the
same dance with "but very minor. chan^;es is to be found
in ^'Jm* B, DeGarmo^s "The Dance of Society", Anyone can
makB' statements so let*s tu2?n now to the book in ques-
tion and ncte any differences,
IB QUADRILLS JRiiUCAlS ^''^ -^ '^
As danced in Paris - Miisic, any Plain Qus.drille ^"—
'
"In I^ance the Quadrille Prancais differs materi-
ally from the American sjid English forms. There it is
danced in lines, extending the length of the room; the
figures are "single", as in lilnfiland. The Balance is o-
mitted. The forward two of the 2d and 5th ITos, takes
20 measures - a bow and a courtesy completing the 2^
measures,
"In Prance, the leading gentlemen with their la-
dies face the music; but in this country, as a natural
sequence to our manner of numbering the couples in the
square set, the leading gentlemen with their ladies
should face the left of the room, the same as third
couples in a, sq-uare set, I therefore designate the
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cotcplGS respectively as leading and p-roosite coupliS,
The follov/ing are the figures of the QUADRILLE iBAN-
CAIS, in lines.
No. 1. IE PANTALCK
Right and left (without giving hands) (8 measures)
Salute partners (if- measures) vis-a-vis (ij- measures)
ladies chain (8 meastires) ,-^^i.>-.::?^-^-:.
Half prcxnenade {h measxires) i^iSiSil;ii|\
Half right and left {k meas-ures) ^'^'^^^^'^'^^^piiS!)
No, 2. L»S5?3 v^J) V ~^3'
Forward two* V^'zL^--'
PorT-^ard, obliquely to the right and hack (4 meas.)
Repeat (4 measures)
Cross o'^^i* (thd samo ntyo paas each . other to their
own left, ttirning half round as they pass, and fa-
cing each other as they turn, then bov/ing slightly,
walk backvjard four steps to opposite side (4 meas.)
JPorvrard, tli© same two, obliquely to the right and
back (4 measures).
Recross to places, passing to the left, etc, as be-
fore (4 measures)
Salute partners (4 measures)
* This figure is performed the first time by the lead-
ing gentlemen and opposite lady; second^ -^time'by^thg
other two.
No. 3. lA POULB
i'or-ward (obliquely to the right) and back* (4 measures)
Give left h^>nd to vis-a-vis and right he^nd to part-
ner (4 meastires)
Balance in line (sur place) ($ meastires)
Exchange places with opposite couple (4 meas-ures)
Forward Tvro ** obliqxiely to the right and back twice
( 8 measures
)
Forward and back (four) {t^ meastires)
Half right and left to places (i^ measures)
^7
* This fi^-ure is performsd tlui firct timo by the ie?\d'-
ing j-"entleinan and opposite lady; second time by the
other two. .
** Same two v;ho conmenced the figure.
.--.V,
f.^
llo. 4. lA PASTOURELK^
Same as No, 4 in "qmmiLIiB PRJGAIS" (p, 26), with the
exception of the order in which the gentlemen leave
their ladies opposite • The leading gentleman nearest
the head of the room leaves his lady , opposite,; the
next gentleman on the same side, at the same time,
takes the opposite lady; the next leaves his lad}'-, and
so on down the line. The second time the figure is per-
formed, the order is reversed.
(Well now, this is all
very well so, remembering all this, let us turn back
to "p 26" of the book. - Here we find "^UkDRILLE PBAN-
CAIS, DOUBLE", as danced in New York, and the notes to
the effect "Jliown also as 'Plain Qiaadrille', or 1st
set". And further, **In the j^ear 1650 the "double fig-
ures" were introduced in the Q,Tjadrille and lancers.
Previous to that time they were "single", and almost
identical with those still danced in London"* The di-
rections for La Pastourelle follow).
Forvrard four, 1st & 2d couples for^;^rd and back (4m,)
Forward a^ain, and leave first lady with opposite
g-entleman, who returns with the two ladies to place
of second couple (the gentleman first bows and re-
tires alone to his pla.ce) (4 measures)
Porwa,rd three - (forward and back) (4 measures)
Forward again, and leave both ladies with, opposite
-gentleman, who advances "to receive them, and with
them retires to place of first couple (the second
gentlemaji bows and retires to his place . 4 measures)
Porxfard three ( forward and bs^ck) (4 measures)
Forward again and form circle of fotir - the second
gentleman meeting them in the centre) (4 meas-ures).
Hands four half roiind. Move to the left and exchange
places with opposite couple (4 measures).
Half rieht and left to place (4 measures)
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No. 5. PINAES
Same as No. 2, preceded each time by "All forward and
back twice, in two lines", (They all join hands on
each side, and forward and back twice, taking 8 mea-
stires of music.) After the "Porward two" has been per-
formed twice, finish with "All forx^rard and back" twice,
in two lines.
- to be continued -
\ Some wonderful Lancer recordings are obtainable
ifrom GAMDIAN TRADING CO. Boylston St., Boston,
'Mass. Write for their folders and price lists and
)
/ask specifically for these Ace of Clubs records; /
/ i
I
ACL 7701 - Lancers & qmdrilles \
\ ACL 7705 - Scottish Dances
j
;ACL 7709 - Lancers & Q;usiirilles \
/
Lovers of French-Canadian and i^Jaritime fiddle mur-
I sic will revel in the following:
/
16 Great Piddle Tunes by 16 Great Jlddlers Banff [
, Swing La Baquese - Camaval C-412 3004 \
] Yalses, Reels et Gigiaes avec Ti-Jean - London MB 3Z
\ Ti-Jean, Le Violoneux - London MB 4 /
j D8..nses du Bon Vieux Temps - London MB 9 \^
j Dansons Un Set - Carnaval C-4o4 \
( Chainez Les Hommes, Chainez Les Femmes - London MB \
\ Old Time Waltz Night - Apex AL 1622 72 j
1 Goin' To the Bam Dance Tonight - Apex AL 1620
.' Don Messer's New TV Favourites - Apex AL I632 /
j
Ovila Legare et ses Chansons - London MB 10 |
[ Les Princes du Folklore - London ^CB 10 \
\.^ plus many more, including all of Don Messer'e
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S70LLIIG t:him '-am a somg
Tliere are ads that make us hap-
py, and there are ads ths.t make vs
blue, and there's some that five iis
nausea, and have the same effect ^ '"^ '-^-j^''^ ' y^y \'J-\
on you, but what we're trying: to say ,-
'"^
is, though we're f:et tinier off the track,
that good honest advertising has always bpou^ht the
mones*- back*
In a historical sense, the advertisements in our
early newspapers furnish fully as much Information as
to who was who and what was what in the good old days
as the news columns, and p study of the advertisements
for the -past 100 years will show tliat stj'pe in newspa-
per publicity has been as mutable as in other phases
of our nptional life.
In the three decades from 1850 to 1880 there were
many advertising lArriters who courted the muse* >J^hile
these productions are usually of the doggerel variety,
they are always understandable, which is more than we
can say for some modern ms.gazine verse which we find
to be beyond our poor powers to comprehend. The follow/
ing a,dvertisement from the pages of the Keene (N.H.)
Sentinel of June 29, 1832, is an early exs.mple of rhy-
med publicity.
"The Ashuelot Coffee House is still kept by J. &
B.C. Peters, West Port Tillage, Swanzey, N.H.
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Who've Oats, Meal, Hay and Grass on hand,
Aad Water for the Horse,
The Comb and Br\ish at your command,
And one to give them force.
They've Steak and Coffee always hot,
And Cider, Pie and Cheese,
All kinds of food that e^er was bought
To give the stomach ease.
They've Beds on which to rest your limbs
When hush is every sound,
Where mind Compos'd and free from whime
Sees ghost nor demon round.
They'll furnish youmith Stage Coach seats, f^^-^''
Which way you choose to go,
^^/^^
Some periodical clean sheets
Prom which the news to know.
They've beverage for you if you're dry, .^^i^
All kinds however fine, f^'^'l^M
Down e'en from water pure as sky, 4-^ ?;> 0M
To Brandy, Gin and Wine. ]i) ^-: '^)
So passer-by, please call and have, \4::-m f
No need of asking more. 'wX^
i'or they have all the heart can crave
"^'"
To smooth your journey o'er,"
Sounds to ufi as if it mi^ht have been a good
place to trade. Perhaps they didn't have waffles, but
we'll bet that they could have manufactured a mess of
honest-to-goodness flapjacks on short order. Served
with an unlimited supply of real dairy butter and gen-
uine maple syrup, what could have been sweeter?
TOMORRCIW'S FOLKLORS
Pour alike will do this stunt;
Two behind chase two in front.
Together they stop, together they start,
And are always the very same distance apart.
&.n.swer: Tires of an automobile
(None ifaite, Tergennes, Vt»)
There is an old rcaid way down east, who can look so
all fired SOUR that she goes cat "by the day to make
pickles. (North American Newspaper (Tt) May 6, 1841)
'{My mother sent me over to "borrow yoiir mother's hicket
and hacket and three-legged macket and little trundle
after. What was it? A flax wheel.
SCME OLD TIMl TONGUE TWISTERS
When a twister, a-twisting, wotild twist him a tv;ist,
Three twines takes the twister to twist in the twist;
But if one of the twines from the twist doth imtwist.
The twist that amtwisteth nntwisteth the twist
#
A tree toad loved a- she tc^d that lived up in a tree.
She was a three -toed tree toad. But the two-toed toad
was a he.
The two-toed tree- toad tried to win the she toad»s
friendly nod,
Por the two-toed tree toad loved the ground that the,
three-toed tree toad trod.
But vainly the two-toed tree toad tried, he cotildn*t
please her whim.
In her tree toad "bower, with her veto power, the she
toad vetoed hi% .
I bought a batch of baking powder and baked a batch of
biscuits, I brought a tig' basket oT- biscuits back tb
the bakery and baked a big basket of biscuits. Then, I
took the big basket of biscuits and the basket' of big
biscTiits and mixed the bog biscuits with the basket of.
biscuits that was next to the big basket and put a
bunch of biscuits from the basket into a "box. Then I
took the box of mixed.biscuits and a bise-uit* mixer and
the biscuit basket and brought the basket of biscuits
and the box of mixed biscuits and the biscuit mixer to




When kerosene was a dollar a gallon?
When there wgre no canned 'oaked "beans?
When "blotting paper would absorb ink?
or
When you could buy a whole pig's liver for a dime?
When a red light was the sign of a drug store?
When every household had a barrel or two of flour?
or
When there were no Frankfurter sausages?
When "Bedelia" was the popular song?
When loccanotives bad brass bands around their boilers?
or
When you ride on the railroad for two cents per mile?
When "Clover Blossom" was a popular soda foimtain drink?
When they didn't dig their potatoes before they were
ripe? or
When meat markets didn't lode like variety stores?
When the street lamps were lighted one at a time?
When they didn't have to teach children how to play?
or
When the old boys smoked "Cremo" five cent cigars?
When there were "free ice water" barrels around the
street? or
When to own a pug dog was the height of fashion?
When nobody cared a hoot about vitamins?
When there were hitching posts all around the village
street? or
When performing bears were exhibited in the street?
When father got paid off Saturday night with silver
dollars?
When you were dosed up with henVs oil and molasses for
the croup? or
When hen wings were plenty and you were not at the mer-
cy of patent brush pedlars?
When squash pie-eating contests were held with the con-
testants blindfolded and their hands tied behind them?
When if you went any place you had to bring back a sou-
venir spoon?
Do you remember? It really wasn't so long agol
KITCHEN CAPmS
Save ; ou"? ampi^ aspirin box: Don(t risk cut fingera by
leaving ? razor blade tinproteoted in your sewing box.
An ampty m-^tal aspirin box will hold the blade ^ e.nd
ycfu 'ill be able to find it easily without getting oJco
Did you forget to salt the cereal again? Don't stir it
into th3 cooked food or someone is going to get a bri-
ny mouthful, Dissolire the salt in a little boiling wa^
ter and mix with the cereal for even flavoring.
Before measuring molasses, dip the measuring cup or
spoon in scalding water. The molasses will run o;>t
easily.
A sprig of mint and a maraschino cherry frozen ?ito
each ice cube in your electric refrigerator makes the
serving of cold drinks more attractive.
An egg slicer makes uniform slices of banana for top
of a cake or filling, as well as for individual serv-
ings.
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